Embedded ferroelectric nanostructure arrays.
Ferroelectrics hold promise for high-density non-volatile data storage device use. Their eventual performance will strongly depend on the available displacement current, which primarily scales with the area but might to some extent be enhanced by substrate-induced homogeneous strain while the interface at the same time controls the coercive field. As the lateral dimensions persistently decrease, the only way to keep track of the real figures of merit with realistic electrodes is to use a macroscopic configuration instead of scanning probe approaches with undefined interfaces. We report on a novel approach to integrating arbitrarily patterned, highly registered ferroelectric nanoislands fabricated by a template controlled chemical solution deposition approach into a matrix of a low-k dielectric spin-on glass. These structures with a narrow lateral size distribution below 100 nm are subsequently polished in a chemical-mechanical polishing step to expose their very tops, whose piezoelectrically active area depends on the polishing time. At this stage our findings indicate a full piezoelectric functionality of the locally exposed nanoislands. The structures are ready for macroscopic top electrodes to average the displacement current over hundreds of almost identical structures, to provide a nanoscale scaling behaviour of the individual ferroelectric capacitors.